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What we do

Bluetooth -> topic: /user_present
Coffe <= topic: /user_present

Thermometer -> topic: /temperature
Light <= topic: /temperature

Alarm -> topic: /get_up
Bed <= topic: /get_up

MQTT-SN

Publish/Subscribe

More!
Hardware Architecture

What we plan to do

Based on the Pub/Sub system:

- Bluetooth publishes `/user_present` topic
- Pi subscribes `/user_present` and control the light.
- Laptop monitor all data by subscription.

`Bluetooth = Zigbee => Proxy
Pi <= Zigbee = Proxy`
Hardware Architecture

What we really do… (lack of time)

Bluetooth $\rightarrow$ wifi $\rightarrow$ Proxy

Laptop $\leftarrow$ Zigbee $\rightarrow$ Proxy

Laptop $\leftarrow$ Zigbee $\rightarrow$ Proxy

Pi $\leftarrow$ Wifi $\rightarrow$ Proxy
Software Architecture
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Result

Conclusion

- System works as expected.

Limitation

- Do not take deadline into consideration.
- Network Bandwidth is restricted by gateway.